
Portfolio of the most recent Translation & Interpretation Jobs carried out by  
Fumiko and Alberto Zaccagnini 

 

Hand-delivered to our client, printed on paper, on 3rd July 2015: 122 words of English 
source text. Translation from English to Italian of a Pakistani “IMMUNIZATION-
Vaccination Record”, source document in Urdu and English, issued by the EPI (i.e. 
Extended Program on Immunization) Vaccination Centre of the Shah Kamal Union 
Council-102, Lahore, Pakistan, issued in the year 2000 (including medical and 
pharmaceutical language & abbreviations). 
+ Reproduction of the original layout and of a table contained in the document. Carried 
out by Alberto. 

Delivered on 16th June 2015: Translation from Japanese to Italian by Fumiko and 
Alberto of  the 2,016 Japanese characters of a " Request for Patent of Rotary Actuator " 
(source document “photocopied” on PDF file), describing a new type of ROTARY 
ACTUATOR, i.e.  its cogs and other components, their functions, and the working of the 
whole mechanism, as well as its advantages over previous models of rotary actuators. A 
rotary actuator is a mechanical device converting any kind of energy into a rotary 
motion or into torque: the invention object of this patent is a device converting the 
linear motion of one or two pistons, driven by hydraulic pressure, into a rotary motion. 
Commissioned to us by a leading  international translation agency based in Italy. 

Delivered in multiple instalments between 29 April and 15 May 2015: Translation from 
Italian to Japanese by Fumiko and Alberto of 4087 words of Italian source text, 
catalogue of the photo exhibition entitled: “FLO•KYO 1965-2015, FLORENCE AND 
KYOTO TWIN CITIES, 50 singular symmetries in the photographs of Massimo Pacifico”, 
whose original texts were mostly written in a complex literary style. 

+ writing and sending e-mails in Japanese to communicate with the organizers’ 

collaborators based in Japan. 

Commissioned to us by “NAJS - No Art Just Sign” Cultural Association, based in Florence, Italy. 

Delivered on  22nd April 2015: Translation from Italian to Japanese by Fumiko and 

Alberto of 122 words of Italian source text, for the website and online catalogue of a 

large organic farm based in Tuscany, producing and processing its organic foods and 

products (wines, wholemeal flour, pasta, sauces, various kinds of cheese, biscuits, 

“antipasti”, etc.) and selling them directly to clients in Northern Europe, Italy and Japan. 

+ Fumiko copied the resulting Japanese text by hand on paper, 

+ we scanned the resulting Japanese text and delivered it to the farm in TIFF format, 

greyscale, 300 DPI, in a Zip folder attached to an e-mail. 

Delivered on 18th March 2015: 960 words translated from Italian into Japanese by 
Fumiko and Alberto, for the website and online catalogue of a shirt manufacturer 
based in a small town close to Naples, Italy, selling classic and sports custom-tailored, 
made to measure shirts,  entirely hand-made according to traditional Neapolitan 
bespoke tailoring. 



Commissioned to us by a large Belgian translation agency  

Delivered on 10th March 2015: 379 words translated from Italian into Japanese by 
Fumiko and Alberto, for the Japanese version of a portal dedicated to “all those who 
want to transform their home and their kitchen into an informal restaurant opening 
occasionally for friends, acquaintances, and travellers, enabling them to sample original 
local dishes made with genuine local ingredients”.  

Commissioned to us by a company based in Sicily, Italy, specializing in building 
multilingual websites. 

Various subsequent corrections, as well as instructions on how to make on-line 
adaptations of the resulting Japanese texts, in constant dialogue with the 
commissioning company in order to implement the Japanese translation and make sure 
that it really works when the portal sends automated e-mails to clients who have 
enrolled.  

Delivered on 17th February 2015: 88 French words translated into Japanese by Fumiko 
and Alberto, for texts to appear on the packaging of water colours, gouache colours, 
water colour pencils and crayons (wax pastels) produced by a world-leading Swiss brand. 
Commissioned to us by a German publishing house. 
Delivered 20th November 2014: 1,118 Italian words translated into Japanese by Fumiko 

and Alberto, for the website and online catalogue of a large organic farm based in 

Tuscany, producing and processing its organic foods and products (wines, wholemeal 

flour, pasta, sauces, various kinds of cheese, biscuits, “antipasti”, etc.) and selling them 

directly to clients in Northern Europe, Italy and Japan. 

Fumiko then copied by hand 1,073 Japanese characters of the resulting Japanese text, 

to be published on the farm’s online website and catalogue. We scanned this 

handwritten Japanese text and delivered it to the farm in TIFF format, greyscale, 300 DPI, 

in a Zip folder attached to an e-mail. 

Delivered 3rd July 2014: 7,503 Japanese characters translated from Japanese to Italian 
by Fumiko and Alberto. 

This job consisted in translating the hand-written notes jotted down by two  Japanese 
employees of a Japanese food processing industry during their visits to the plants of 
various Italian food processing industries,  

as well as in translating and reproducing five complex tables containing data on their 
company’s imports of raw materials, stock management, production,  and exports,  

and a “stand alone” printed text on the technical features of machinery producing iron 
powder (to serve as a food additive) used by a Japanese food processing industry in 
Japan. This stand-alone document also detailed the quantities of iron powder produced 
by the machinery during various periods of time.  

We translated the following original documents:  



- “Stand-alone document” = Text of 225 Japanese printed characters “photocopied” on 
PDF file.  
- "Group 1 PDF" = handwritten notes “photocopied” on a PDF file, containing 1 ,240 
Japanese characters.  
- "Group 2 PDF" = five tables in Japanese, “photocopied” on a PDF file, containing 2 ,291 
Japanese characters.  
- "Group 3 PDF" = handwritten notes “photocopied” on a PDF file, containing 3,747 
Japanese characters. 

Delivered 11 June 2014: 8,467 Japanese characters translated from Japanese to Italian 
by Fumiko and Alberto: article "Development of autogenic training clinical effectiveness 
scale (ATCES)”, by Makoto Ikezuki, Yuko Miyauchi and Fusako Koshikawa, published in 
The Japanese Journal of Psychology 2002, Vol. 72, No. 6, 475-481" 
     Topic: Statistics applied to the field of psychotherapy.  
     Translated for a leading Italian private psychotherapeutic training institute. 

Delivered 19th May 2014, 1,791 Italian words: correction, revision, rewriting and 
adaptation to the "voice-over" for an audio-guide, on the basis of the original Italian 
text, of a translation from Italian to Japanese previously carried out by another 
translator, about the Forum of Augustus, in Rome.  
 
Delivered 7th May  2014: one hour Interpretation between Italian and English, at 
Florence's Town Hall, for a civil wedding ceremony between a Brazilian bride and a 
Polish groom, including prior translation of the texts of the civil wedding rite, of the 
Marriage Certificate , and of the related articles of the Civil Code. 

Delivered 11th  April 2014: 800 Japanese characters: letter sent by the lawyers of a 
leading Italian association of ham producers, addressed to a Japanese company 
producing ham and asking them to refrain from illegally using a trademark too similar 
to theirs. Translated from to Japanese to Italian by Fumiko & Alberto, for an important 
international translation agency based in Italy. 

Carried out by Alberto 11th  April 2014: one hour Interpretation at Florence’s City hall, 
between Italian and English, to enable a Polish-Brazilian couple to go through the 
procedure needed to “put up the banns”. This task also entailed previously translating 
all the articles of the Italian Civil code relating to marriage that the City hall staff was 
going to read to the couple.  It also entailed explaining to the couple rules of private 
international law regarding the patrimonial relations between the bride and the groom, 
and the family name they would have after the wedding.  

Delivered 7th April 2014: 444 words translated from Italian to Japanese by Fumiko and 
Alberto: operating instructions for a Moka coffee maker, for Italy’s leading coffee 
maker brand.  

Our final Japanese version reproduced the two-page original PDF file on two MS WORD 
pages, recreating its layout, and reproducing its  images and a table, in order to show 
our client exactly in which points of the final leaflet he had to insert each Japanese 
paragraph or sentence (as for the images and the table, we contented ourselves with 
the quality level sufficient to serve a reference purpose). Commissioned to Fumiko and 
Alberto by an Italian translation agency. 



Delivered 22nd March 2014: 515 words translated by Fumiko and Alberto from Italian to 
Japanese: operating instructions for a new model of Moka coffee maker, for Italy’s 
leading coffee maker brand.  

The Italian text had to be taken from the original PDF file containing the operating 
instructions leaflet for a new model of coffee maker.  

Our final Japanese version reproduced the two-page original PDF file on two MS WORD 
pages, recreating its layout, and reproducing its  images and a table, in order to show 
our client exactly in which points of the final leaflet he had to insert each Japanese 
paragraph or sentence (as for the images and the table, we contented ourselves with 
the quality level sufficient to serve a reference purpose). Commissioned to Fumiko and 
Alberto by an Italian translation agency. 

Carried out by Fumiko 19th March 2014: four hours of Business Interpretation in the 
Fine Arts field, between Italian and Japanese,  for an Italian Cultural Association: talks to 
establish cooperation of the association with Japanese Cultural institutions to organize 
Art exhibitions in Japan. 

Delivered 24th February 2014: overhaul of the Japanese text (1,229 Japanese 

characters ) of a  previous operating instructions leaflet, to adapt it to an innovative 

“induction” Moka coffee maker, for Italy’s leading coffee maker brand, inserting new 

sentences translated from Italian into Japanese, all while adapting  the "previous 

Japanese text” to the Japanese translation of the 107 new  Italian words to be inserted. 

Commissioned to Fumiko and Alberto by an Italian translation agency. 

Delivered 17th February 2014, 193 French words translated by Alberto into English for 
an on-line platform enabling users to trade in various assets; it  was commissioned to 
us by a non-European translation agency only once Alberto had translated, to their and 
their client’s great satisfaction, a test translation of  “100 French words into Italian in the 
field of Bitcoin trading, for the same website. 

Delivered 4th October 2013, 734 Italian words: Privacy and Data Protection Policy for a 
“Call Back Service”, part of the website of a leading Italian motorcycle industry, 
translated from Italian to Japanese by Fumiko & Alberto, for an important international 
translation agency based in Italy. 

Delivered 2nd October 2013, 1,290 Italian words, Privacy and Data Protection Policy (+ 
Introduction to the same text , 72 Italian words) for the website of  the same leading 
Italian motorcycle industry as above, and subsequent variant requested by the client, 
translated from Italian to Japanese by Fumiko & Alberto, for the same important 
international translation agency based in Italy as above. 

Delivered 26th July 2013, 110 Italian words translated by Fumiko & Alberto from Italian 
to Japanese: warranty for an Italian watch brand, translated for an Italian translation 
agency based in Lucca, Italy. 

 

Carried out by Fumiko from 24th May 2013 through 26th May 2013: Business 
Interpretation in the fashion field between Italian, Japanese and English, at the event 



“ModaPrima” at the Leopolda station in Florence, Italy, every day from 9:30 am through 
6:30 pm, for the owner of an innovative Italian fashion brand, Kyuu srl,  specializing in 
the fusion of traditional Japanese patterns and Western fashion. Fumiko had to 
interpreter between the owner and prospective clients from Japan, Korea, and other 
countries. 

                             Delivered 4th March 2013, 181 English words translated, + 42 words added & translated 

by the translator as “alternative options”:  

Alberto translated from English to Italian a self-introduction letter addressed to several 

producers of --and firms dealing with-- luxury fashion goods, by a student wishing to 

include them in her PhD research project at the Royal College of Art/Victoria and 

Albert Museum in London. 

Delivered 17th January 2013, 200 Italian words, part of legal proceedings, translated 
from Italian to Japanese by Fumiko & Alberto, and subsequent modifications requested 
by the client, for an important international translation agency based in Italy. 

Delivered 18th July 2012, 5,775 Italian words of legal proceedings, part of a labour 
litigation, translated from Italian to Japanese by Fumiko & Alberto, for an important 
international translation agency based in Italy. 

Delivered 6th July 2012, Fumiko & Alberto carried out a “Survey of errors and quality 
evaluation”, and wrote a final report on the translation from Italian to Japanese , 
previously performed by another translator, of 5,775 Italian words of legal proceedings, 
part of a labour litigation, for an important international translation agency based in 
Italy. 

                             Delivered 22nd May 2012, 3,009 English words translated:  
                             Alberto translated from English to Italian part of a thesis on a leading Finnish Fashion  
                             Company and on the biography of a world- renowned fabric print artist textile  
                             designer for a Student studying at Polimoda, the famous International Fashion, Design  
                             and Marketing School in Florence.  

                            Delivered 17th November 2011: 

- Alberto translated from English to Italian the CV (543 original English words) of a 
French-German Student at the end of her studies at Polimoda, the famous International 
Fashion, Design and Marketing School in Florence, to help her fulfil her dream of being 
admitted for an internship at either Hermès or Prada. 

- Alberto translated from English to Italian two self-introduction letters written by this 
Polimoda student, addressed one to Hermès (907 original English words) and the other 
to Prada (654 original English words), applying for an internship. Alberto could count on 
draft translations of the two letters written by the student herself, without "Google 
translator"! 

Between 15th November and 9th December 2011 Alberto also gave this student a series of 12 hours of 
Italian conversation lessons: at the student's request, the first 8 hours were spent in discussions about 
topics like anthropology, the implications of gender differences in different societies, etc., during which 
Alberto fixed the student's grammatical glitches, and helped her acquire fluency; while during the final 
four hours he trained her for her job interviews at Hèrmes and Prada, enacting "mock job interviews". 

http://www.kyuu.it/


A few days later, this Polimoda student was called by Hermès for an interview in Milan, and a few 
weeks later she started a three-month internship at Hermès, thus fulfilling one of her most important 
dreams.  

                             Between 23rd March 2011 and 30th December 2011 Fumiko and Alberto carried out 6 
                             translation jobs  for a famous International Commerce Law Firm based in Florence, Italy, 
                             dealing with International Copyright & Trademark licences, who, on behalf of an Italian 
Textile Company based In Italy, needed to correspond with a Japanese Company operating an 
underground in Japan: 

1st job,   delivered 23rd March 2011 (710 Japanese Characters, plus 3,488 Italian words translated): 

-translation from Japanese to Italian, of the first reply email from the Japanese company, 
"Subject: RE: Commercial use of underground copyrighted material "+  

-translation from Japanese to Italian of "Form to Request the Authorization to Use 
Copyrighted Material" + 

-translation from Italian to Japanese of the words needed to fill in the above said 
"Authorization Request Form" +  

-translation from Italian to Japanese of Authentication of Signature of Chairwoman of the 
Board of Directors of the Italian Textile Company + 

-translation from Italian to Japanese of Certificate of Registration at the Chamber of 
Commerce (containing the Articles of Association of the Italian Textile Company) + 

-translation from Italian to Japanese  of Reply e-mail from Japanese Company operating an 
underground. 

2nd job,   delivered 12th May 2011, similar to 1st job 

3rd   job,   delivered 14th June 2011, similar to 1st job 

4th job,   delivered 29th July 2011, similar to 1st job 

5th job,   delivered 7th September 2011, similar to 1st job 

6th job,   delivered 30th December 2011, similar to 1st job 

================================================================================= 

                             Between 23 June 2011 and 2 August 2011 Fumiko and Alberto carried out the writing & 

translation from Japanese to English of pharmaceutical/medical abstracts to be included in a World 

Leading International Database of Laws on Pharmaceutical Products from all around the world for a 

Danish Translation Agency based in Copenhagen, specializing in Medical & Pharmaceutical translations:  

1st job,   delivered  2nd  August 2011 = 

"Japanese to English translation of Medical texts for the International Database of Laws on 

Pharmaceutical Products ", various texts.  

2nd job,   delivered 18th July 2011 = 



"Japanese to English translation of Medical texts for the Tarius Database", i.e. writing 12 

abstracts in English out of original  pdf documents  in Japanese, and their categorization and 

indexing in a "metadata sheet" in Excel format for inclusion in the International Database of 

Laws on Pharmaceutical Products. 

3rd  job,   delivered 23rd June 2011 = 

Japanese to English Translation of Medical texts for texts to be included in the International 

Database of Laws on Pharmaceutical Products. 

===================================================================================== 

                             Between  2004 and 2011, Fumiko and Alberto carried out six extensive translation Jobs 
(plus a minor one) for The Tourism Bureau of the City of Rome: 

1st job = invoice No. 35/04 DATE: 8/11/2004,  delivered  8th  November 2004 =Translation from 

Italian to Japanese  of the brochure "Campagna destagionalizzazione 2005"    of   2,015 Italian 

source words. 

2nd job = invoice No. 39/04  DATE: 6/12/2004,  delivered  6th December 2004 = Revision, rewriting 
and writing of new parts of the of the brochure "Campagna Saldi 2005", as well as Translation of 
the introduction to the "Handbook for Tourists 2005", and translation of parts of the Handbook for 
tourists that hadn't yet been translated" = In total, more than 916 Italian source words (i.e. 916 
words plus the uncounted words of parts translated at "all-in/flat rate" price. ) 

3rd job = invoice No. 40/04  DATE: 13/12/2004, delivered  13th December 2004 = Revision of the 
Italian to Japanese translation of the brochure "Rome Sales Inclusive" and of the attached vouchers 
(words uncounted, owing to "all-in/flat rate" price.) 

4th job = invoice No. 31/05 DATE: 3/12/2005 , delivered  3rd December 2005 = Revision of the Italian 
to Japanese translation of the brochure "Saldi 2005" in order to prepare the brochure "Saldi 2006" 
at 50% of the price applicable for the same translation had it been from scratch= 2,324 Italian 
source words. 

5th job = invoice No. 10/07/09 DATE: 10/07/2009, delivered  10th July 2009 = Translation from Italian 
to Japanese of the brochure "Al chilometro zero"= 7,217 Italian source words. We also took care of 
the layout and graphics of ten out of the 40 pages of this translation. 

6th job =invoice No. 12/10 DATE: 06/05/2010, delivered 6th May 2010 = Translation from Italian to 
Japanese of 17 files for 16 brochures under the comprehensive title "Roma ti aspetta"= 15,729 
Italian source words: 



1) "Circhi e teatri", 871  Italian source words. 

2) "Gli  obelischi di Roma", 1573  Italian source  
     words. 

3) "Il Tevere", 762  Italian source words. 

4) "La Cucina Romana", 688  Italian source words. 

5) "Le Case Museo", 829  Italian source words. 

6)" Le Fontane di Roma", 1391  Italian source  
     words. 

7) "Le Piazze", 1173  Italian source words. 

8) "Le Ville", 806  Italian source words. 

9) "Mura archi e torri", 807  Italian source words 

10) "Percorso archeologico", 1548  Italian source  
     words. 

 

 

 

 

11) "Quartieri popolari", 841  Italian source  
       words. 

12) "Roma contemporanea", 617  Italian source  
       words. 

13) "Roma di notte", 794  Italian source words. 

14) "Roma Misteriosa", 1085  Italian source  
       words. 

15) "Roma shopping", 919  Italian source words. 

16) "Una gita fuori porta", 871  Italian source  
       words. 

17) "PIT",  text common to all the 16 brochures,  
       154  Italian source words. 

7th (albeit minor) job = invoice No.17/10, DATE: 28/10/2010, delivered 28 October 2010 = 
Translation from Italian to Japanese of sentences added to the brochures going under the 
comprehensive title "Roma ti aspetta"= 381 Italian source words. 

=====================================================================================                        

                           2005: Fumiko and Alberto carried out three translations for Bio Toscana s.r.l., a Tuscan 
company producing  organic fruit juices, as well as organic jams & marmalades and wholemeal organic 
pasta (it's been a very positive experience, both for us and for the organic food & fruit juices 
company!): 

1st job = invoice No. 24/05 DATE: 12/09/2005 = Translation from Italian to Japanese of sixteen food 
labels (sauces, beverages and canned fruit) + recreation of 16 tables and other graphic devices; 
research and purchase of the appropriate fonts. = Total 3,555  Italian source words for this job.  

2nd job = invoice No. 25/05 DATE: 13/09/2005 = Remake of translation already made by third parties 
of a brochure illustrating the company's manufacturing processes and organic food products, at 
the agreed price i.e. 50% of the normal rate for translations from Italian to Japanese + additional 
Italian sentence to translate received 02/09/2005 + Text translation for business cards. = Total 
1,205 Italian source words for this job.  

3rd job = invoice No. 26/05 DATE: 14/09/2005 = Translation to Japanese of two pasta labels 

(wholemeal "fusilli" and non-wholemeal "snails") + recreation of two tables and other graphic 

devices. = Total 452 Italian source words for this job. 

 

                           2004: Fumiko and Alberto carried out, for a Japanese lady, two translations  from 

Japanese into Italian about the theology of the “Holiness Churches”, and therefore, about the theology 

of John Wesley:  



1) delivered  29th  October 2004 = "Explanation of the Theology of Holiness Churches ", 1880  
Japanese characters and 23 English words in the source text. 

2) delivered  17th  November 2004 = "Explanation of the Theology of Holiness Churches ", 673 
Japanese characters and 4 English words in the source text. 

===================================================================================== 

 

                    Before 2004, Fumiko had an experience as an interpreter between Japanese, English and 

Italian for a department of Galileo Vacuum Tech, a company which at that time was producing spare parts for 

cars, (namely, mirrors), in Campi Bisenzio, province of Florence).  

 

This gave us confidence in our ability to carry out the translation of technical texts in the automotive industry. 

===================================================================================== 


